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Résumé : Many techniques were recently proposed to automate the linkage of RDF data sources on the Web.
Predicate selection is the step of the linkage process that consists in selecting the smallest set of relevant predi-
cates needed to enable instance comparison. This predicates set is called keys, in a similar manner to the notion
of keys in relational databases. We explore and explain formally the different assumptions behind various key
semantics.

1 Introduction

Keys are fundamental in relational databases. Keys also figure largely in the Semantic Web
(SW), especially since the inclusion in OWL 2 of HasKey construct, which allows to include in
an ontology an axiom stating that a collection of data or object properties is a key of a particular
class.

The problem of key discovery from RDF datasets is similar to the key discovery problem in
relational databases. In both cases, the key discovery problem is a sub-problem of Functional
Dependencies (FDs) discovery. A FD states that the value of one attribute is uniquely deter-
mined by the values of some other attributes. Discovering FDs in RDF data differs from the
relational case as null values and multi-valued properties are to be considered. Keys or FDs can
be used for different purposes. Some approaches focus on finding approximate keys or FDs.
Blocking methods aim at using approximate keys to reduce the number of instance pairs that
have to be compared by a data linking tool ([4],[9]). In [10], the authors discover (inverse)
functional properties from data sources where the unique name assumption (UNA) hypothesis
is fulfilled (i.e. non composite keys). In the context of Open Linked Data, [5] have proposed
a supervised approach to learn (inverse) functional properties on a set of reconciled data. In
[3] the authors make use of axioms declared in the ontology : functional dependencies, inverse
functional dependencies, same as and maximum cardinality to infer equivalence rules for RDF
resources.

This paper contributes to formalising different notions of a key in the context of datasets
cleansing and interlinking. More precisely, we are interested in defining keys for a given class
in a knowledge base. Such key can be defined by (i) inference rules or by (ii) learning from the
knowledge base. The former are called inferred keys, and the latter observed keys. In this paper
we formalise the two notions and show how they are useful in practical applications consisting
of an interlinking and cleaning scenario. We position ourselves with respect to existing work
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in key formalisation and definition. While practical application scenarios of our work could
include data interlinking and cleansing (as explained later in the paper) here we only address
the problem of how to formalise keys in a Semantic Web context.

2 State of the Art

The key notion has been first introduced in the entity-relationship model. This model allows
to describe entity sets and their relationships. Entity sets have attributes which associate with
each entity in the set a value from a domain of values for that attribute. A key for an entity set is
a set of attributes whose values uniquely identify each entity in that entity set.

For a given relation, we distinguish its schema which is the set of attribute names, from
its instance which is the set of value tuples (each tuple representing an entity). Each relation
must have a key. When no key exists for an entity set or when the keys involve numerous or
large value attributes (e.g. an attribute text field) a surrogate key (a new attribute whose values
are automatically generated and guaranteed pairwise distinct) is added to relation. In relational
model, a key is required to be minimal, i.e. any non-empty subset of a key should not be a key.

A natural transformation from relational model to First Order Logic (FOL) consists in choo-
sing an order for attributes of each relation and translating each tuple into an atom having the
name of the relation as predicate and the values of the tuple in the chosen order as terms. The
instance of the relation is then the conjunction of the obtained atoms. One has to be careful
as the Semantic Web (SW) context comes with several fundamental differences from database
model :

– First, while, in database model, an entity set is represented in intension by a relation
schema and in extension by a set of tuples, in SW, an entity set is represented in inten-
sion by a class (or a class expression) and the asserted instances of this class are only a
part of its extension.

– Secondly, SW data are not controlled by a schema ; this means that nothing forbids to
use any vocabulary to describe data. However, a current use consists in declaring the used
vocabulary in one or several ontologies. Even under this assumption, for this specific issue,
an ontology is rarely equivalent to a relational schema : to have this equivalence, we should
have for each class and each property an exact cardinality constraint.

– Thirdly, the SW does not make the Close World Assumption (CWA) that is a non entailed
knowledge is false. So, for instance, if an annotation asserts that a resource r owns a value
v by a property p, this does not entail that a value v′ 6= v is not associated with r by p.

– Last but not least, SW does not make the Unique Name Assumption (UNA) that is two
constants are semantically equal iff they are syntactically identical. So, in SW, two URIs
can be asserted or entailed as equal or different.

2.1 Keys Modelling

In general, if a set of properties K = {p1, . . . , pn} is declared to be a key for a class C,
then not respecting the K key within the same dataset may be due to mistakes (e.g. they may
be duplicates), whereas not respecting K from separate datasets can be seen as candidates for
interlinking. In the following we abusively call “exceptions” the incoherences obtained from
not respecting a key K. According to OWL 2 RDF-based semantics of HasKey, an exception
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to K is a pair of distinct named instances x and y of C for which there exist (instances or
literals) o1, . . . , on such that both x and y are related to oi through pi (i = 1, . . . , n). Note that
if a property pi ∈ K is not functional, it is not required that x and y coincide on all values for
pi. This is in line with a natural assumption currently made by the Semantic Web : whether we
consider a high information content in new knowledge about x and y or not, they will remain
exceptions to K. Nevertheless, for datasets cleansing and interlinking it might also be useful
to consider a notion of a key which complies more with the low information content of new
knowledge assumptions made by databases. More specifically, for x and y to be exceptions of
K we may prefer to impose that x and y coincide on all values for each property pi ∈ K, i.e.
if there exists oi such that x is related to oi through pi then y must also be related to oi through
pi, and vice versa. With such a notion of a key, x and y may cease to be exceptions to K if new
knowledge about x and y is learnt.

2.2 Illustrating Example

Whatever the considered notion of key (and its translation in key rule), we are interested in
identifying keys for a class in a satisfiable FOL knowledge base (a translation into FOL of an
RDF/S + OWL 2 knowledge base). A key can be defined by (i) inference or by (ii) learning
from a knowledge base. The former are called inferred keys, and the latter observed keys.

Consider Figure 1 which shows an example of an RDF graph with four instances i1, i2, i3
and i4 of a class Person, and its associated table. The translation of this graph into FOL is the
fact :

F = Person(i1)∧ name(i1, ’Qié’)∧ firstName(i1, ’Wong’)∧ lab(i1, ’LRI’)∧mail(i1, ’qie@ls.fr’)
∧ Person(i2) ∧ name(i2, ’Qie’) ∧ firstName(i2, ’Tim’) ∧mail(i2, ’t.qie@orange.fr’)
∧ lab(i2, ’LRI’) ∧ Person(i3) ∧ name(i3, ’Sting’) ∧mail(i3, ’sting@thales.fr’) ∧ lab(i3, ’LIMSI’)
∧ Person(i4) ∧ name(i4, ’Sting’) ∧ name(i4,

′ Mills’) ∧ lab(i4, ’LIMSI’) ∧mail(i4, ’st.mills@ls.fr’)

With a database point of view, we would conclude that {mail} is an observed key but that
{lab} is not an observed key. And we do not know how to consider the three others proper-
ties. An “observed key” would be a set of predicates that will ensure that the values of those
predicates (the objects) are sufficient to uniquely identify each of the instance (the subjects)
occurring in the base. It is however important to make here a remark. By concluding that {lab}
is not an observed key, we make the implicit assumption that i1 and i2 are different. Also, by
concluding that {mail} is an observed key, we make the implicit assumption that ’qie@ls.fr’
and ’t.qie@orange.fr’ are different. In fact, in order to observe a key on a fact it is needed to
have a complete knowledge of the dual equality/difference relation between the set of terms
appearing in the fact. On one hand, we have to know what are the distinct pairs of instances
of the class on which the key is observed. On the other hand, we have to know, for the range
of each property, what are the identical individuals. If there is no information about these rela-
tions, a simple heuristic is to choose the syntactic equality relation (corresponding to the Unique
Name Assumption (UNA) in database model). In certain applications it is perfectly reasonable
to consider constraints on certain predicates. For instance we can impose that a person does
not have more than two surnames. Or that an address can only have one zip code. When such
constraints are available (corresponding to what it is called “closed predicates”) the semantics
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FIGURE 1 – An RDF knowledge base example (KB1).

of considered keys can be adapted to incorporate them. In the reminder of the article the in-
tuition behind the so called observed keys correspond to what is denoted as simple keys. The
intuition behind the constrained based key notion is denoted as forall keys.

Let us note that in the OWL 2 definition of a key, the “sameAs” is logically interpreted as
equality. This is not always relevant on the Linked Data as highlighted by [2]. Introducing Sim
relations allows us to further extend our work in the context of real world usages of “sameAs”.

If the Sim relations are the syntactic equality relations, with the proposed definition of an
observed key, one can also conclude that {firstName} is an observed key, {name} is not
one, and {name, firstName} is an observed key. Please note that in an inferential setting keys
are used in order to infer “sameAs” relations (whatever their intuitive meaning - that is either
logical equality or simply object similiarity).

In the following we will formalise the above intuitions and explore theoretically the different
possible notions of keys.
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3 Definitions of Keys

3.1 Semantic Web Definitions

Two notions of a key exist in the SW : owl:InverseFunctionalProperty and
owl:hasKey axioms of OWL 1. The owl:InverseFunctionalProperty axiom of
OWL allows to declare a single property key for a RDF knowledge base. Applied to a pro-
perty p, its logical semantics can be translated in the rule :

∀x∀y∀z(p(x, z) ∧ p(y, z)→ x = y)

So, in the SW, the declaration of a set of properties {P1, ...Pn} as a key for a (target) expres-
sion class C could be a rule of the form :

R1 : ∀x∀y∀z1...zn(C(x) ∧ C(y) ∧
n∧

i=1

(Pi(x, zi) ∧ Pi(y, zi))

→ x = y)

This definition is coherent with the OWL 2 RDF-Based semantics of owl:hasKey (cf.
section 5.14 of [7]). Nevertheless, it is not coherent with neither the informal presentation
of owl:hasKey axiom made in [8] (cf. section 9.5) , nor the OWL 2 direct semantics of
owl:hasKey (cf. section 2.3.5 of [6]). In these notions an additional condition enforces the
considered individuals to be named (i.e. they have to be URIs or literals, but not blank nodes).
If it is assumed that there is a built-in unary predicate Const which is true for a constant and
false otherwise, this second semantics of owl:hasKey can be captured with a rule as fol-
lows :

R2 : ∀x∀y∀z1...zn(C(x) ∧ C(y) ∧ Const(x) ∧ Const(y)∧
n∧

i=1

(Pi(x, zi) ∧ Pi(y, zi) ∧ Const(zi)) → x = y)

Generalizing this notion, while remaining coherent with OWL, one obtains :

R3 : ∀x∀y∀z1...zn(C[x] ∧ C[y] ∧
n∧

i=1

(Pi(x, zi) ∧ Pi(y, zi))

→ x = y)

where C[.] is a formula with exactly one free variable (also called unary lambda formula). C[.]
is named the target expression class of the key.

1. owl:InverseFunctionalProperty existed in the first version of OWL, owl:hasKey was intro-
duced in OWL 2.
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3.2 Two Generalized Rule-based Definitions

The use of the similarity predicates here generalises the equality notion. It corresponds to a
“real world” usage of the Web where similarities are used rather than “pure logical” equality.

Let Sim1, ..., Simn be similarity predicates used to compare property values. Introducing
similarity predicates leads to the following simple extension of the previous key rule R3 :

Definition 1 (S-Rule)
The “Some” similarity rule, or S-rule for a class C with respect to SimS1 , ..., SimSn is the
rule defined as follows :

∀x∀y(C[x] ∧ C[y]∧
n∧

i=1

∃zi∃wi(pi(x, zi) ∧ pi(y, wi) ∧ SimSi
(zi, wi))→ SimC(x, y))

SimSi
denotes the similarity predicate used in the rule S for comparing zi and wi, i.e. the

values of the property pi (for instance string metrics such as Levenshtein, Jaro-Winkler etc.).
The S-rule for a class C with respect to Sim1, ..., Simn is noted S[(C, SimC), (p1, SimS1),
..., (pn, SimSn)] or, whenever there is no potential confusion, (C, SimC), (p1, SimS1), ...,
(pn, SimSn).

Example 1
Let consider KB1 (Figure 1). Let assume that (Person, SimPerson), (name, SimS1) is a S-
Rule and that we know SimS1(’Qié’, ’Qie’).
From this we infer the similarities : {SimPerson(i1, i2), SimPerson(i3, i4)}

An S-rule S is an extension of an OWL key in the following sense : if all similarity predicates
in K, SimSi

and SimC , are the equality then K and R3 are equivalent formulas.

Proposition 1
The S-Rule S[(C,=) ; (p1,=), ..., (pn,=)] is logically equivalent to R3, i.e. R3 ↔ K is valid.

Note that to prove the above property one needs the substitution property for the logical
equality which is not always relevant to uses of owl:sameAs and is not assumed in this paper
for similarity predicates. In this paper it is proven that the logical semantics of learned keys
depends on the algorithm used : it can be either an S-rule or an F-rule (or slight variants) defined
as follows.

Definition 2 (F-Rule)
The “Forall” similarity rule, or F-Rule for a class C with respect to SimF1 , ..., SimFn is the
rule defined as follows :
∀x∀y(C[x] ∧ C[y] ∧

∧n
i=1(∀zi∃wi(pi(y, zi)→ pi(x,wi) ∧SimFi

(zi, wi))∧
(∀ui∃vi(pi(x, ui)→ pi(y, vi) ∧ SimFi

(ui, vi))) → SimC(x, y)))

Example 2
Let consider KB1. Let assume now that (Person, SimPerson), (name, SimF1) is a F-Rule and
that we know that SimF1(’Qié’, ’Qie’).
From this we infer the similarity : {SimPerson(i1, i2)}
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The F-rule for a class C with respect to SimF1 , ..., SimFn is noted F [(C, SimC), (p1, SimF1),
..., (pn, SimFn)] or simply (C, SimC), (p1, SimF1), ..., (pn, SimFn) whenever there is no po-
tential confusion. The next proposition asserts that both S-rules and F-rules are monotonic w.r.t.
the inclusion of their attributes. More precisely,

Proposition 2
Let R be the S-rule (F-rule) [(C, SimC), (p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn)] and R’ be any S-rule
(resp. F-rule) [(p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn), (pn+1, SimRn+1), ...]. Then : R |= R′, i.e. R logi-
cally entails R′.

The relationships between S-rules, F-rules and existing algorithms in the literature are stu-
died in the next section.

3.3 S-Rules and F-Rules Models

The rule discovery algorithms presented above are described using set-based notions and
properties corresponding to the interpretations satisfying (i.e. to models of) S-rules and F-rules.
In this section these notions are defined and it is shown that the logical definitions of S-rules
and F-rules are FOL semantics of the rules learnt by the algorithms. For simplicity reasons, we
consider C a unary predicate.

Existing algorithms in the literature determine keys based on the comparison of the set of
values. There are two approaches, one corresponding to testing the set equality and the other
consisting of testing the non emptiness of the sets inclusion. We can see that the above notions
of S-Rules and F-Rules correspond exactly to these procedural approaches. More precisely,
Proposition 3 and 4 hold. Let us properly define these notions.

Definition 3
Let C be a set, P be a binary relation over C, S be a reflexive and symmetric similarity relation
defined on the range of P , and c, c′ ∈ C.

– P (c) denotes the set of elements in C related to c by P , i.e. P (c) = {u | (c, u) ∈ P} ;
– P (c) ⊆s P (c′) means that for any element u in P (c) there is an element v in P (c′) such

that u and v are similar w.r.t. S , i.e. (u, v) ∈ S ;
– P (c) =s P (c′) means that P (c) ⊆s P (c′) and P (c′) ⊆s P (c)
– P (c) ∩s P (c′) is equal to the set {u ∈ P (c)|∃v ∈ P (c′) such that (u, v) ∈ S}

Example 3
In KB1 for the binary relation Name and a simple similarity relation S (accent insensitive string
comparison), we have, for example, name(i1) = {Qié}, name(i3) ⊆s name(i4), name(i1) =s

name(i2), name(i2) ∩s name(i4) = ∅.

Note that ∩s is not commutative, nevertheless P (c) ∩s P (c′) 6= ∅ iff P (c′) ∩s P (c) 6= ∅.
Remark also that if SimP is the equality relation then ⊆s is the set inclusion, ∩s is the set
intersection and =s is the set equality.

Definition 4
A FOL interpretation I with domain ∆I of the predicates occurring in an S-rule, or an F-rule,
is given by :
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– CI ⊆ ∆I the interpretation of the class C ;
– pIi ⊆ ∆I ×∆I the interpretation of the predicates pi ;
– SimI

i ⊆ ∆I ×∆I the interpretation of the predicates Simi ;
– SimI

C ⊆ ∆I ×∆I the interpretation of the predicate SimC .

Proposition 3
An interpretation I is a model of the S-rule (C, SimC), (p1, SimS1), ..., (pn, SimSn) iff for any
c and c′ in CI such that for any i = 1, . . . , k, pIi (c) ∩S pIi (c

′) 6= ∅, one has (c, c′) ∈ SimI
C .

Note that whenever any property pIi is a total function and any similarity relation is the
equality relation then a minimal (wrt inclusion of properties) S-rule is a key in the relational
database framework.

Proposition 4
An interpretation I is a model of the F-rule (C, SimC), (p1, SimF1), ..., (pn, SimFn) iff for any
c and c′ in CI such that for any i = 1, . . . , k, pIi (c) =S pIi (c

′), one has (c, c′) ∈ SimI
C .

Relationships between S-rules and F-rules are given by the following proposition. The first
property states that the S-rule notion is more restrictive than the F-rule notion when one consi-
ders interpretations in which for any pIi there is at most one element of CI with no value. In
relational DB it corresponds to the case where in each column there is at most one null value.

The second property states the opposite when one considers interpretations in which any pIi
is functional. In relational DB it corresponds to the case where there is no multiple values.

Finally, the last property states that these notions are equivalent when the interpretation of
any pi, i.e. pIi , is a total function. In the relational DB it corresponds to the case where there is
neither column with two null values nor multiple values.

Proposition 5
Let S-R and F -R be respectively the S-rule and the F-rule associated with (C, SimC), (p1, SimS1),
..., (pn, SimSn) .

– For any interpretation I such as for any i = 1, . . . , n there is at most one element c ∈ CI

with pIi (c) = ∅, one has : if I is a model of S-R then I is a model of F -R (i.e. if I |= S-R
then I |= F -R).

– For any interpretation I such as for any element c ∈ CI and any property pi one has
card(pIi (c)) ≤ 1, then if I is a model of F -R then I is a model of S-R (i.e. if I |= F -R
then I |= S-R).

– For any interpretation I such as for any element c ∈ CI and any property pi one has
card(pIi (c)) = 1, then I is a model of S-R iff I is a model of F -R (i.e. I |= F -R iff I |=
S-R).

4 Applications in Similarity Deductions

In this section, similarities deduced from an S-rule or an F-rule are defined. This inferential
use of similarity rules can be used for practical applications in data linking since conclusion of
such a rule is precisely what it is looking for in data linking, i.e. the similarity, or the equality,
between two objects.
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In what follows, a vocabulary V is a FOL vocabulary without symbol functions and contai-
ning, at least, a unary predicate C, a binary predicate SimC , for any i = 1, . . . , k a binary
predicate pi, a set of reflexive and symmetrical similarity predicate Sim1,..., Simn, a set of
constants and a set of variables.

Definition 5 (Fact and Simple Fact)

– A fact relative to a class C over a vocabulary V is the existential closure of a conjunction
of positive atoms built with V such that terms occurring in a SimC atom also occurs in C
atoms and terms occurring in a Simpi atom also occurs in second position of a pi atom.

– A simple fact is a fact without SimC atom.

Example 4
Let F ′ be the following fact relative to the class C over a given vocabulary V :

F ′ = C(i1) ∧ p(i1, d) ∧ q(i2, e) ∧ r(i1, a) ∧ s(i1, d) ∧ t(i1, a) ∧ t(i1, d) ∧ C(i2) ∧ p(i2, f) ∧
r(i2, a) ∧ q(i3, f) ∧ t(i2, a) ∧C(i3) ∧ p(i3, b) ∧ r(i3, d) ∧ s(i3, d) ∧ t(i3, b) ∧ t(i3, f) ∧C(i4) ∧
p(i4, d) ∧ p(i4, g) ∧ C(i5) ∧ p(i5, b) ∧ C(i6) ∧ p(i6, h) ∧ ∃x p(i7, x) ∧ SimSp(f, h)

Definition 6 (Saturation by S-rule)
Let F be a fact and S be an S-rule, R(F) is the maximal fact such that : F , S |= R(F).

Example 5
The saturation of F ′ using the S-Rule (C, SimC), (p, SimSp) is : R(F ′) = F ′∧SimC(i1, i4)∧
SimC(i3, i5) ∧ SimC(i2, i6).

Using F-rules in an inferential way needs to completeF with formulas expressing the closure
of some predicates (cf. [11]).

Definition 7 (Closure)
Let t be an instance of a class C and p be a binary predicate. Closed(t, p) is the following
formula expressing the closure of F on p relatively to t :

Closed(t, p) = ∀x(p(t, x)→ (x = t1) ∨ ... ∨ (x = tn) ∨⊥) where t1, ..., tn are the terms in
the second position of an atom p(t,−) in F .

Closure(F , {p1, ..., pn}) is the existential closure of the conjunction of atoms in F and the
Closed(t, pi) formulas for each term t occurring in a C atom and each pi.

Example 6
Closed(i1, t) = ∀x(t(i1, x)→ (x = d) ∨ (x = a) ∨ ⊥)

Definition 8 (Saturation by F-rule)
Let F be a fact and F be the F-rule (C, SimC), (p1, SimF1), ..., (pn, SimFn) , F (F) is the
maximal fact such that :

Closure(F , {p1, ..., pn}), F |= F (F)

Example 7
Let rule1 be the F-Rule (C, SimC), (p, SimSp). rule1(F ′) = F ′∧SimC(i3, i5)∧SimC(i2, i6)∧
(SimC(i7, i1) ∨ SimC(i7, i2) ∨ SimC(i7, i3) ∨ SimC(i7, i5) ∨ SimC(i7, i6))
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Definition 9 (Deduced Similarities by a rule)
Let F be a fact and R be an S or F-rule. The deduced similarities from F by R, denoted
Sim(R,F), is the subset of atoms in R(F) which do not belong to F , i.e. Sim(R,F) =
R(F) \ F .

Example 8
Sim(rule1, F

′) = SimC(i3, i5) ∧ SimC(i2, i6)

Note that Sim(R,F) produced by a rule R is reflexive and symmetrical (i.e. SimC is reflexive
and symmetrical on the set of terms in Sim(R,F)). Moreover, this relation is transitive for
F-rules since =s is transitive. As a final remark, Proposition 2 leads to :

Proposition 6
Let F be a fact, R = (C, SimC), (p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn) and

R′ = (C, SimC), (p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn), (pn+1, SimRn+1)

be S-rules (or F-rules). Then, Sim(R′,F) ⊆ Sim(R,F).

4.1 Key Discovery

Definition 10 (Key for a fact)
Let F be a fact and let R be an S or F-rule :

(C, SimC), (p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn)

R is an S or F-key for C in F if Sim(R,F) ⊆ F , i.e. any deduced similarity with R is in the
fact F .

We will make here a further distinction. Depending if the factF contains or not un-instantiated
properties one could choose to follow two different interpretations of the missing values. Either
one assumes a minimal information content model (that is, no new information would be added
by the missing value if stated), or a non minimal information content model (potentially much
information can be added by the values if stated). Abusively we denote by pi(c) /∈ F if the
instance c has no value for property pi in the fact F . We then get :

Definition 11 (Minimal Information Content Key for a Fact)
Let F be a fact and let R be an S or F-rule :

(C, SimC), (p1, SimR1), ..., (pn, SimRn)

We denote by F ′
R the set obtained by removing all fully non instantiated instances : Fr =

F \ {c|∃pi such that pi(c) 6∈ F}. R is an minimal information content S or F-key for C in F if
it is a S or F-key for C in F ′

R.

Notation : In the following minimal information content F-keys will be denoted ADS-keys
(since they were first introduced, but from a functional view point, by [1]). The notion of ADS
keys has also been investigated from a practical view point (to be reported on a follow up paper
on implementation aspects).
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Let us assume that F is complete with respect to SimC , i.e. that whenever C(t) and C(t′)
are in F and SimC(t, t′) is not in F is interpreted as the fact that t and t′ are not similar. Then,
a key should not allow the deduction of such an atom SimC(t, t′) not in F . This can be stated
in logical terms as follows.

Definition 12 (Extended Fact)
An extended fact is composed of a fact plus possibly negated SimC atoms.

Definition 13 (Completion of a fact)
An extended fact F relative to a class C is complete if for any couple of terms (t, t′), not
necessarily distinct, instance of C, it contains either SimC(t, t′) or ¬SimC(t, t′). Let F a fact,
we denote FC the complete extended fact obtained by adding ¬SimC(t, t′) atoms for each
couple of terms (t, t′) such that SimC(t, t′) is not occurring in F .

Example 9
F ′C = F ′ ∧ ¬SimC(i1, i2) ∧ ¬SimC(i1, i3) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬SimC(i6, i7)

It is straightforward to see that : An extended fact F is consistent iff there is no terms t, t′

such that atoms SimC(t, t′) and ¬SimC(t, t′) both occurs in F . Note that a complete extended
fact is consistent.

Proposition 7
Let F be a fact relative to a class C and let S be an S-rule

(C, SimC), (p1, SimS1), ..., (pn, SimSn)

S is an S-key for C in F iff (FC , S) is satisfiable.

Proposition 8
Let F be a fact relative to a class C and let F be a F-rule

(C, SimC), (p1, SimF1), ..., (pn, SimFn)

F is an F-key for C in F iff closure(FC , F ), F is satisfiable.

5 Conclusion

To conclude, in this paper we have investigated different key semantics as well as their slight
variants. We have highlighted their usage in the context of Linked Open Data and shown that
key discovery can be useful both for interlinking and dataset cleansing. An interesting and im-
mediate future work direction is to extend this evaluation to more datasets and to study the
different key semantics relevance on a large scale. Current work on the implementation of the
above key notions and their practical applicability (relevance, qualitative and quantitative re-
sults) is currently under investigation.
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